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IRELAND YEARLY MEETING – PUBLIC LECTURE 

 

The topic I want to explore this evening is "Who is my neighbour? 

What is our testimony on inclusion?"  

As Quakers, we have a strong aspiration that the testimony – the 

living out of our faith - should be central to our existence. 

Peace, simplicity, equality, integrity, community are all core 

expressions of this concept of testimony – indeed we describe 

them as “The Testimonies”. When we try to explain to others what 

we are about, what makes us Quakers, generally we are fairly 

quick to come to these values. They are key parts of our identity. 

They are indeed important unifying themes in Quakerism. They are 

shared by all within the worldwide Quaker family, from evangelical 

to liberal. And we can take some pride in what our Quaker tradition 

has achieved because of the focus on these ideas. We know that 

we inherit a rich history. 

But when you come to examine this tradition, this history, and how 

we live by it now, I want to suggest to you, that we have always a 

lot of soul-searching to do. When it comes to issues of poverty and 

exclusion, we have some very real questions. We have strayed a 

long way from perfection. Ben Pink Dandelion, one of the main 

current commentators on Quakerism, when summarising how 

Quakers have addressed their peace and social witness, writes:-   
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“Quakers have rarely been politically radical beyond the 

confines of their class status, and those who tried, like 

Woolman, were usually censured for their activism. 

Retrospectively, social pioneers such as Woolman and 

Elizabeth Fry and the founders of Oxfam have been 

readopted as Quaker pioneers but these prophets were not 

always heard in their own times, or given official support.” 

So I want to explore how we are tackling poverty and its deep 

impact on individuals and community. What have we, now, to say 

about how we are going to help create a less divided society, from 

which so many are excluded? How are we going to seek to meet 

this real need? 

We need to ask these questions for what are, in a sense, selfish 

reasons. We know too that this poverty and exclusion has a deep 

impact on our own spiritual lives too, and on our faith, on our 

humanity. We know it is highly corrosive, destroying community 

and faith. What are we going to do? 

In Luke 10, verses 25 – 37 we have recorded the vivid Parable of 

the Good Samaritan. Here Jesus so clearly, so powerfully answers 

the question of “Who is my neighbour?” The answer was found by 

the Samaritan, “He who showed mercy”; and Jesus command was 

“Go and do likewise”. He requires us all to be good neighbours. 
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And of course in the Great Commandment -  to Love God with all 

our heart, our soul and our mind and our Neighbour as ourselves - 

one has a clear statement of the core of the Christian faith – and 

one could argue all the great faiths – love, compassion and the 

action that must flow from that. 

Related to this clear message is Jesus’ powerful focus, throughout 

the Gospels, on the poor and the excluded; on the deep division 

and exclusion that wealth, and the focus on wealth, brings to our 

community, and into our relationships. He knew that he was sent 

“to bring good news to the poor”. And to all of us who are wealthy, 

who know that we face the challenge of being that camel facing 

the needle’s eye, Jesus brings a tough, difficult challenge. 

Of course, while the core of Jesus’ message is indeed clear, I fear 

that you will not get such clarity tonight! How exactly we can meet 

these challenges, while living in an advanced, capitalist economy, 

with our family and community responsibilities, is complex. When 

is enough, enough?  How should we each live out our faith?  I 

cannot come down to some clear, straightforward answer. 

Certainly not in my own life; definitely not in the lives of Ireland 

Yearly Meeting! 

But what I do hope it will give you are some thoughts, some 

suggestions and some reflection on this issue which is so core to 

our Yearly Meeting’s theme.  
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So tonight will be quite a circuitous journey of thought. But what I 

want to do is to try to explore some of the key challenges which we, 

in this Yearly Meeting, at this time, seem to me to face, individually 

and corporately, and how might we live out our faith – how we 

make our testimony – as a very real part of our Quaker identity. In 

John 10:10 Jesus says “I have come so that you may have life and 

have it to the full”. So how do we ensure that everyone has this full 

life? 

In one sense, as I have said, we do not have such a Testimony in 

this area of exclusion. We have no clear statement. We do have at 

present a number of statements which we refer to as the 

Testimonies, which we generally sum up by the acronym SPICE. 

(Simplicity, Peace, Integrity, Community and Equality).  

The Peace testimony is perhaps the most famous, ever since Fox 

and other leading Quakers ensured that the Charles II, returning 

from exile to rule a country, to replace the Cromwellian regime to 

which Quakers were felt to be close, understood that Quakers 

were a peaceable people. 

And often, in areas not directly covered by the “big 5” Testimonies 

we come to our view-point by pulling together different aspect of 

these thoughts. Thus, for example, our testimony about penal 

reform draws on aspects of the peace testimony and our rejection 

on violence, coupled with our belief of the equality of all before 

God, and hence our abiding belief that everyone can be 

rehabilitated. 
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But as I have said Testimony is much wider and deeper than 

agreed documents and statements. It is not an intellectual game. It 

is of real importance to us as Quakers.  Testimony is about 

demonstrably living out our faith, in our lives. It is accepting that all 

of our lives are sacramental, and that we are living out, in our daily 

actions, a relationship with the divine. It is the essential 

embodiment of our personal faith. 

That certainly was how Fox and the early Quakers experienced 

their faith. They had this incredibly strong sense of oneness with 

God, of understanding and obeying the will of God, and living their 

lives in that light.  

Interestingly, as the initial, revolutionary ardour cooled, with the 

collapse of the Commonwealth, and when Quakers faced decades 

of tough persecution, there appears to have been a loss of that 

intensely strong sense of closeness to God. But it was then that - 

with Barclay, Penn, Woolman and the Quietist period - the core 

approaches of our faith and approach, including the testimonies 

and indeed our Quaker identity were created. They found it harder 

to be sure if they did discern God’s will – something which I think 

our more sceptical times find comforting. But they worked with 

equal vigour to live their lives faithfully, with integrity, and to bear 

testimony. 

So testimony is much more all encompassing than the major five 

testimonies I have mentioned.  
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Very Early Quakers did not need any distinct statements, although, 

as I explained, by 1660 there were good reasons why they did 

start to focus on Peace.  

In the subsequent century they went to the other extreme in setting 

out detailed rules on all aspect of life and the testimony that 

needed to be offered – from Peace right through to the testimony 

against gravestones and attire during periods of mourning. And 

Elders went round from family to family checking up on behaviour, 

pointing out lax behaviour – I suspect a task their current 

successors are glad has lapsed. 

For later, and in particular in more Liberal Yearly Meetings we 

have gone to fewer, broader statements I have mentioned. We 

have also focused on more aspirational language, and do not set 

out any tight code. 

And of course, with our focus on equality, on peace and social 

justice, we do touch upon the issue of the economic divide in our 

society, and in our world, frequently, in many different ways, and in 

this way guide our thoughts on economic and social inequality. 

We can point to a strong tradition of campaigning on the rights of 

the excluded. We have discovered for example the early, creative, 

radical ideas of John Bellers, in the 1690s, relating to education, 

training and health care.  Bellers emphasised that “the great 

Necessity and Duty of the Rich to take all due Care of the Poor…. 

[ is] part of the antient Testimony” of Quakers. But sadly even 

there, in one of the copies of Bellers’ writings, a recent historian 
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has found an old manuscript note from the same time – “John 

Bellers has no following among the Quakers”!  

We can look to the work of John Woolman and Anthony Benezet in 

the middle of the 18th century leading the challenge on slavery, 

and the radical shift that Quakers look on that issue. Indeed in 

Woolman’s “A Plea for the poor, or a Word of Remembrance and 

Caution for the Rich”, we have a detailed exposition of his view, of 

the role of stewardship; and of our need to follow the leading of 

God in all our transactions, living a much simpler, one might argue 

more ascetic lifestyle, and caring for the needs of the poor.   

We can consider Elizabeth Fry's work on prisons and the rich 

tradition of work that has flowed from that; we can look at the rich 

range of philanthropy which the Richardsons, the Cadburys and 

the Rowntrees have undertaken. It is, as I said, a rich tradition. 

But the issue I want to explore is what does this tradition, and our 

understanding of Testimony -  mean to us now. Tradition – like 

testimony – is only relevant in how we now live it. It needs to be 

reflected upon and nurtured, it has to be actively debated, and it 

has to be worked on.  

And when we have struggled with it, when we have sought 

discernment, when we have worked things up, then our history 

tells us we have as a Society been able to bear new witness. We 

have found new ways of expressing our faith. And we have found 

our faith renewed. And in doing so, we have made a real 

contribution to thinking outside the Society of Friends. 
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So I think we have now to ask whether what we are doing is 

enough. Have we thought it out? What do we, Ireland Yearly 

Meeting, all 1500 or us in the Yellow Book, what do we do now 

about this particular challenge. As C Winifred Lamb asked us over 

60 years ago, “How can we, such a small insignificant group of 

people as the Society of Friends help stem the tide of evil and hate, 

and greed and fear that is so wide-spread in the world today? 

And we have to start by asking  what is each individual one of us 

actually doing about it. It is personal.  

So I need to start by briefly introducing myself.  

I am Will Haire, a Member of South Belfast Quaker Meeting, 

husband of Bronwen, father of Siobhan and Rosalind, grandfather 

of Aoife. I live in a very nice house near Lisburn. 

I became a Friend about 30 years ago. In terms of faith, I would 

not describe my faith as strong, but living with the issues of faith 

and doubt is important to me.  

I have spent my career working in government, in six different 

Northern Ireland Departments, in London and in Brussels, first in a 

range of posts as a Ministerial aide and then policy analyst but 

latterly, in the second half of my career, as a senior manager. The 

focus of my career - in as much as I could make it - was about how 

government can help produce social stability and inclusion, 

through both economic and social policy, including tackling 

discrimination.  
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It is an agenda that has always interested me, insofar as civil 

servants can properly have an agenda. It is a massive landscape 

of ideas, which in truth is suited to my rather broad-brush mindset. 

And it is one, in the conclusion of my career, where I have to be 

very sceptical about what was achieved. But a great deal was 

attempted. 

Just before I retired, infected no doubt with gate-fever, I remember 

addressing  a set of Minister and senior civil servants, dealing with 

the issue of poverty and exclusion. I found myself saying that it 

was we the political leadership – both elected and unelected – that 

were the major problem in facing up to this issue. But I would add 

tonight that it is all of us here too, and our mindsets – which are 

also key hindrances to addressing this problem. This is the key 

political agenda that this island faces.  

And recently I have retired, on a good pension, and am both 

studying and working with a number of charities, in particular as a 

Trustee of the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. The latter as you will 

know was established in 1907 by Joseph Rowntree, with a range 

of tasks, including looking after the housing of New Earswick. But 

core to Joseph's legacy, linked to the thinking of his son Seebohm, 

was the need to seek out the causes of poverty, so that we could 

challenge them. 

My point is that I come to this issue with some baggage. Some I 

hope can be useful, some I know is less so - certainly baggage 

that shapes the way that I look at these issues. And everyone in 

this room comes to this issue in that way. We all are interested, but 

we all have an interest; these are personal issues that inevitably 
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affect our responses to this challenge. They are personal issues 

which affect our faith. And each of us has to find our personal 

answer. 

I want however to focus on the issue of poverty and the social 

inclusion, the isolation from a full opportunity to participate in 

community, in society and in political life, that often accompanies it  

-  in Rowan Williams’ words, the “insecurity and lack of an active 

social presence”.  This isolation often is long-term, indeed inter-

generational, destroying hopes, aspirations and talent among 

families and communities. It is the destruction of the fullness of life, 

of which Jesus talks, robbing individuals not just in material but in 

spiritual; terms, diminishing us all as individuals, cutting us off from 

the Kingdom.  

Let my focus on this not be seen as downplaying the impact of 

other exclusions. The exclusion of individuals, whether it be on 

race, on gender, on sexual orientation, on political opinion, on 

disability are all, for example, major issues. Each area deserves 

attention, each one throws up particular, distinct challenges.  

But I believe that economic exclusion links strongly in to each of 

these other areas- whether it is in relation to gender pay gaps, the 

exclusion of many people with disability from the labour market or 

educational or the job discrimination on racial grounds.  

Sometimes poverty drives forward discrimination; sometimes 

discrimination creates and deepens poverty. 
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And interestingly while discrimination legislation can do something 

– but I fear not all – in these areas of discrimination, in capitalist 

countries discrimination legislation alone cannot do just so much in 

terms of economic exclusion.  

Economic exclusion is so deep an issue, so complex in its roots, 

that it requires not just a clarity of commitment and vision. It also 

needs a long, sustained implementation of core social and 

economic policies. It needs a deep and lasting consensus and a 

sustained public debate and engagement, if it is to see change. It 

needs a deep, powerful sense of a social contract, running through 

all of politics and society. That is indeed one of the core problems 

politically, for no politician is going to see results from these types 

of policies in the short-term. And most politicians face the pressure 

– from us, the generally rather unforgiving electorate - to get short-

term results. 

And for capitalist countries – and I mean by capitalist nearly all 

countries in the world, even those with socialist governments 

which seek to ensure effective social regulation of capitalist 

economic systems - this issue of economic inequality is one which 

is significant. And on this island, it is extremely and I fear growingly 

significant. 

Our problem lies, I believe, in an economic order which is not 

generating the range of employment opportunities to ensure that a 

significant section of our community is not caught in persistent 

levels of poverty. Globalisation has brought a dissociation between 

the controllers of resources – the 1% -  on the one hand and the 

working population – or rather the population seeking work – on 
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the other. Increasingly a small set of individuals and institutions 

can direct global resources towards making short-term profit 

increasingly removed from the needs of a stable society, and in 

particular the need for secure employment. 

 In Northern Ireland the resulting problems of poor, low-paid, 

insecure employment also come from being a very weak regional 

economy, within a major national economy, which itself is deeply 

imbalanced towards southern England. The nature of the 

imbalances in the Republic are different, and the fundamental 

economy is very different and much more dynamic – but my limited 

knowledge also points to significant, perhaps growing, social and 

regional imbalances.  

I am not talking about relatively short-term poverty, as individuals 

and families face temporary changes in circumstances. That is part 

of the human condition. For short periods of their lives many will 

encounter these challenges. Provided there is a way out of that, 

provided assistance and support can be made available to open 

opportunities, bluntly we can I think accept that aspect.  

But what is of concern is the roughly 20% of our society, certainly 

within the UK, is long-term poverty, that is with the incomes below 

60% of the average income. The fact that more than half the 

children and working-age adults are in working households, caught 

with the problems in our labour markets of low pay, irregular hours 

and limited job security is likewise particularly significant.  In this 

environment particularly migrant labour may be at risk, faced with 

in essence enforced labour.  
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That problem comes from this stage of economic and 

technological development which is seeing major structural 

changes in our economy – a hollowing out of middle-rank jobs 

since technology means that middle-management jobs are not 

needed so much, linked also to a decline in many manual jobs 

which in the past did provide stability for many.  

Allied to this is the growth of graduate labour – with certainly in 

Northern Ireland over 50% of school-leavers moving to third level 

education and the related world of loans – yet graduates finding it 

hard to find graduate jobs and often for some time trading into non-

graduate work. In 1993, 47.9% of graduates earned above the 

hourly wage rate; by 2008 the figure was 23.1% and I suspect the 

figure is lower now.  

Add to this real problems in the housing markets, clearly totally 

failing in much of England and having gone through traumatic 

booms and busts in both parts of Ireland, with real problems of 

families caught in negative equity or young people having major 

problems entering the housing market. Increasing numbers have 

to commit considerable resources to rent, to which they will not 

see a return. 

So we face a deep problem. 

Yet this is not necessarily the public perception. The major 

structural problems we face in the economy – and you will be 

delighted to know that I am not even going to venture too far into 

the implications of the fiscal space and the European structural 

issues, including the question of UK’s decision on whether to stay 
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in or go out of the European Union – these are not issues which 

the public seem to grasp as core issues. Rather the media too 

often takes a simplistic focus on a neo-liberal economic approach, 

and on the role of the individual. 

In the UK in 1994, 15% of people believed that poverty was 

caused by character weakness or behaviour. In 2010, that had 

risen to 23%. In 2011, two-thirds of people in the UK blamed 

parents’ behaviour and characters as the main cause of child 

poverty. Likewise there appears to be a growing belief that the 

removal of welfare benefits will be positively good for many people, 

forcing them to stand on their own feet.  

In short, there simply is no shared belief or understanding about 

poverty or shared endeavour to solve it. Indeed there are strong 

forces in the media arguing against any such belief. That that 

media is backed by many with incredible levels of wealth is indeed 

something which is very disturbing.  

However there are strong reasons for us to fight poverty. There are 

strong economic and social reasons, namely that it costs us all, at 

a community level, an immense amount. And it restricts 

damagingly the society and economy within which we live. It 

destroys skills and talent. Managing the consequences is also 

enormously expensive.   

But as importantly for individuals it costs an incredible amount, 

restricting their opportunities and potential, damaging the potential 

of future generations.  
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In the starkest circumstances, looking at the refugee camps of 

Palestine, and of the Syrians, the Somalis the Libyans and many 

more, we see generation of young people being deprived of their 

future.  

We live in a time of globalisation, when communication does 

genuinely bring issues to our door in a totally different ways to 

earlier generations. Much of this seems to me an incredible 

blessing, helping to destroy the racist and imperialist cultural 

traditions which were deep within our cultures for centuries. It 

make us understand the common humanity of all - to be fair, 

approaches which Fox, Woolman and others were open to, much 

before their time. 

The problem for us however is that the collapse of political and 

social order, in Africa and the Middle East in particular, with the 

pressure of international economics and the disparities of wealth 

between different areas, is creating flows of migrants and refugees 

which our current political and economic systems appear unable to 

address. So we are left haunted by the image of the corpse of the 

Syrian child, washed up on the Greek pleasure beach, and a 

realisation that he too was our neighbour. And we must reach out 

to support, in whatever way we can. 

Internationally, we have to build a world order, an ability of different 

countries to co-operate, to act above the national interest. As we 

all know that is no easy matter, one where we continually struggle.  
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But at the same time we have to come back to our own country, to 

the impact of poverty and inequality here, and to the fact that the 

level of inequality continues to rise – an area in which Britain and 

Ireland do not have such a great story to tell. 

The costs to us all are deep, but those costs fall heavily on the 

poor. We know for example the impact of poverty on health, 

including mental health. The statistics of health outcomes between 

middle-class suburbs and inner city working class areas here is 

depressing.  

We know its debilitating effects on aspiration. A couple of years 

ago a tiny number of  children from the primary schools of the 

Shankill got into grammar schools in Northern Ireland, a 

scandalous figure, relating to a wide range of issues. Some was 

poor management of their schools, weak leadership. But much of it 

relates to a need for a much clearer and consistent investment on 

all aspects of education, focused particularly in areas of need; and 

a system such as ours in Northern Ireland which closes down 

opportunities for young people as opposed to opening them. The 

result is the loss of aspiration of entire inner city neighbourhoods, 

disconnected from economic opportunity, leading repeatedly to 

dependency and to social instability.  

So too the cost in terms of crime, in levels of violence; the list goes 

on. And the costs do not even stop there. In our current economic 

system, if you are poor, if you are cut off from the internet, from 

banking system, from credit, the sheer cost of living is much higher 

than for those of us in the middle class. Save the Children 

estimated that in 2007 the poor pay over £1280 for basic goods 
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than better off families, and that gap has probably risen 

significantly.  

So the roots of poverty are deep within our economy and society; 

they are complex, they are structural, they impact on the whole 

way we think and organise. And all these different aspects inter-

connect. There is no one straightforward, quick solution.  

And I also believe that this poverty and division is deeply 

damaging for our spiritual life on this island. It helps families and 

communities to fracture. It drags everyone down, breeding 

selfishness and cynicism.  And that has a major impact on our own 

beliefs, and our faith in what can be done. It is only too easy in this 

environment to feel diminished, to feel cynical, to lose faith. 

So I paint a dark picture. But I have told you nothing you did not in 

a sense know. As we gather this week-end we know that it is going 

to be a long haul. 

But actually poverty is not inevitable. Fighting it is not easy. It is for 

the long haul. It does require at governmental level a strategic 

gathering of key policies and resources, well organised over 

decades; at community level it requires concerted focus and 

commitment, supporting those in need, ensuring access and 

support; and at family level it requires care and commitment, 

between generations, over time to ensure that each individual 

flourishes.  
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We have in the past made very real strides. The welfare states that 

we have created in our countries have had real impact. And 

throughout the world, in Asia, Africa and Latin America we can see 

countries which have made immense progress in tackling poverty 

and building new structures. In Europe we have seen countries 

which have made major changes. 

And in Northern Ireland, although at times many of us have been 

depressed by the slowness of progress, we have made progress. 

We have turned round deep issues of job discrimination to a fairly 

balanced and robust system. In education, we have succeeded in 

Catholic West Belfast to turn round an educational system so that 

it now produces impressive results – we know in short the answer 

for the children in the Shankill – the issue is one of long, hard 

implementation 

It requires a balance between a clear, rigourous approach to the 

economy, to produce real goods and services, just as it needs 

effective education, policing, and community development.   

We have to recognise that neither the state, nor untrammelled 

markets, nor the efforts of individuals are going to solve this, but a 

balanced consensus that poverty is not acceptable, that we have a 

duty to work as a community for all, that their issue a social 

contract involving all of us, which we need to clarify, that helps 

move things forward. 

But the point is, what does this mean for us in Ireland Yearly 

Meeting, and our commitment?  
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I suspect many of you are wondering whether you are not at a 

party political rally.  

Where does this connect to our faith? 

Well, for me our Quaker faith – whatever our exact theological 

understanding – focuses on a number of core themes. 

First, however we define it, whatever exact language we can use, 

we do feel a sense of closeness to the divine, and believe that can 

act in our lives. We wait in silence, in the community of our 

Meetings, to discern that of God, so that we can follow that leading. 

I think we also believe that that same power wants to communicate 

with everyone. Like George Fox, we do not believe in a spiritual 

elect. We believe that everyone, Quaker and non-Quaker, can get 

it. 

We believe that everyone is of equal spiritual worth. Everyone. No 

matter their education, their wealth, their public acceptability, and 

that we must nurture everyone. 

And finally, we believe that we all must live this faith out, in the way 

we live. Our lives need to speak and we must live in the Kingdom. 

Well, if that is our faith, and if poverty and exclusion is as I have 

described it, if it has these damaging, divisive, corrupting effects, 

our faith tells us that we have to do something about it. We simply 

cannot walk away from it. We have to start living in a different way, 

in the Kingdom, now. 
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And our tradition, tiny though our numbers have been, has never 

done that. 

I have already mentioned John Bellers in the 17th century, with his 

vision of a welfare state and a state education system. More 

significantly think of John Woolman, giving up his business, 

Ministering and writing brilliantly, deeply, writing his “Plea for the 

Poor”.  

What I had never realised that behind his writings was not just this 

incredible faith, but a deep analysis of the impact of the growing 

wealth of the Atlantic trade. Out of that he realised that Quakers 

were doing only too well, but that was destroying the very roots of 

Quakerism. Hence his plea for a simpler life, for simplicity, and of 

course for an ending of slavery.  

He lived that vision out, famous for his undyed clothes since he 

knew the dyes were produced by slave labour. But he was also a 

shrewd, sensitive tactician too, gently persuading, working through 

love. 

And the list goes on, whether through Fry, on the Cadburys, or 

through the Rowntrees. That family was incredible. Not only was 

Joseph the great businessman who transformed York, but his two 

sons, John Wilhelm and Seebohm were to core to so much of our 

current thinking. John Wilhelm was the great moderniser of 

Quakerism, although he died very young. Seebohm was the mind 

behind the focus on poverty, on fair employment practices in work, 

and of the welfare state. 
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These are some of the major names, but we know so many more 

across Quakers, including here in Ireland.  

Some like the Rowntrees had major resources, or came at a time 

when they could exert major public influence. But some like 

Woolman had much more modest means.  

What they seemed to me to succeed in doing was uniting their 

faith to some level of practical action, to have some impact. And 

they linked this, through their concerns, through the structures of 

Friends, and indeed through work with other churches and other, 

sympathetic organisations, to make a real change. Often it took 

them years. Often the fruits of their work emerged some time later. 

But they did make a difference. 

That is what I think we are being called to do at this time. We are 

challenged to create a counter-culture, challenging the materialism 

and consumerism of our society, and to argue in what we say, and 

in what we do, for a different way of life. 

And what does that mean in practical terms. 

First, I think we have to actively use what resources we have – 

working with the other faith bodies, to argue for a different, broader 

take on the economy and society. We have to build a clearer 

sense of the new social contract that needs to bind us together, 

not just in our different jurisdictions on this island but across 

jurisdictions. 
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The word “economy” in my understanding comes from the Greek 

 and in essence the rules – the nome – of dwelling – 

oikeo. Not the rules of making a profit, not that some level of profit 

is not a relevant thing. It is about how we live and dwell together – 

and it is recognising that the true purpose of the economy is the 

enhancement of life. 

Last year Quaker Peace and Social Witness, wrote:- 

“We recognise that we need to speak out for a rightly ordered 

economic system that works for the common good, supporting 

appropriate elements already in place and promoting relevant 

reforms. Through local action and participation in the democratic 

process, we will seek to move towards an economy that reflects 

our fundamental beliefs regarding the value of humanity and the 

natural world.” 

We need to speak out with some clarity and with some authority. 

We have to avoid platitudes, but speak well and with balance if we 

are to be heard. We have to seek to be both prophetic and 

pragmatists. We do not need to be economists but we need to 

know key facts. And that requires us to do some work. But there 

are sources of good analysis. For example this year the Joseph 

Rowntree Foundation will be publishing an Anti-Poverty strategy 

for the UK, followed by discussion about related strategies for 

Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland next year. In the Republic 

organisation such as ESRI likewise produce impressive, relevant 

research. We need to engage with these debates, and in the work 

that many churches are doing on these issues.  
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We need to work in areas where we have knowledge, such as in 

relation to prisons and the justice system, or in education, where 

we run two significant schools, and where we have an established 

reputation. The importance we have stressed about effective child-

based education, open to all, to support all, is something which we 

have to continue to champion. 

We have to argue for a fair tax system, fair pay for all, and for a fair 

welfare system. Publicly none of those issues are particularly 

popular. As I have mentioned, public attitudes seem to be moving 

against much of the old belief in a state benefit system, and we 

see increasing claims of “skivers” not “”strivers”. The media loves 

to paint lurid pictures of benefit cheats. And of course there are 

individuals who do exploit any system. But that is not the balanced, 

overall picture, and it is our task to keep a balanced perspective.  

We have to work to build a culture counter to the simplistic view of 

profit, to one that considers the stewardship of resources, and 

empowerment of resources and ensuring that everyone has the 

opportunity to participate in our society. And in doing so we have 

to support those politicians who wish to broaden this debate, to get 

a wider vision of our community. We have to say perhaps the 

unpopular, including the glaring reality that taxes are required and 

must be paid. They should be progressive, the weight falling on 

those who can afford them – which includes many of us here.  

We have to argue for good, transparent governance of businesses, 

the economy, the state and indeed all institutions – ourselves 

included. That fits with our testimony to integrity, to our use of plain 

language. 
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This has to cover both wealth within our own societies, but also 

issues of wealth within Europe and across the wider world, tackling 

major issues of international trade and the issues of the arms 

industry. Like many here, I will holiday on the Mediterranean this 

year -  a sea across which many refugees and economic migrants 

travel in great poverty and danger. The contrast of our and their 

situation, but the commonality of our humanity are really major 

issues for all of us. We have to stand by them, somehow, so that 

ultimately their countries can be rebuilt but so that they can be safe 

in the meantime.  

And I believe that we have to organise ourselves effectively to play 

our supportive role. Our traditional discernment, concerns and 

letter writing are part of this, but I think we have to go further now, 

to deal with communications and politics in the current world, not 

that of our Victorian ancestors. So we have to have our 

Committees covering these agenda, whether in social witness or in 

areas such as education, with access to relevant research. We 

have to be networked into other church and secular bodies with 

which we share significant values. And we have to learn how to 

communicate effectively, electronically and politically.  

And in doing this, we have to build better links with those who are 

experiencing poverty. We have to understand their views, their 

concerns. We have to include them in the process of our thinking, 

our action, to create a real dialogue. In taking forward our concern 

we have we work with them, not do things to them. In the 19th 

century our Quaker predecessors personally ran the Adult School 

Movement, teaching literacy and numeracy at a time when 

educational provision was very poor. In doing so, they built links 
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and understanding of the realities of life which was key to their 

thinking. We need to find similar platforms for mutual 

understanding and learning. 

Secondly, we have to consider what our own personal 

contribution can be to the way the economy operates. That 

contribution of course will vary according to our skills and our 

position. For some it will about the choice of type of work, for 

others it may be about exactly how one works.  

For long we have had a tradition of the organisation of work which 

has sought to include people, going back into the world of Cadbury, 

Rowntree, Scott Bader and of course here in Ireland into Bewley. 

While we may not have the opportunity to do this on such a 

significant scale, in our day to day work there are real opportunities 

to draw everyone in and give them a voice.   

As the head of a very large organisation, one of my major 

problems was about how to communicate with my many 

colleagues. Supported on by my head of personnel, I established a 

group of 12 junior staff to advise me, and meet them monthly to 

take their views. It is a small example, but I suppose the point that 

struck me is that not only did it give me confidence to change my 

style of communication and gave me much better insight into what 

was actually going on. More importantly, I saw 12 staff who 

seemed to genuinely grow by being involved. It was a small 

initiative, but it was of some impact. 
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With our investments, small though they are in the great scale of 

things we need to do what can be done. In the Joseph Rowntree 

Foundation, where we have a considerable legacy, we have to 

work hard on this issue and we do not believe that we can 

necessarily ensure that every pound is uncontaminated. But we 

are learning for example of how to use our voting power at AGMs 

to make important points, to pressurise companies to take a wider 

perspective. 

And for those of us not in jobs – and there are many of us in that 

situation – we still have a supportive role to play in the economic 

sphere. At one stage of my career, when we were establishing the 

devolved administration in Stormont castle, as officials we were 

going through a really tough time. The politicians were fairly 

stressed, we were working long hours, the atmosphere was 

fractious. I remember an outsider coming to a meeting, and quietly 

saying to us, What you are doing is important, what you are trying 

to do is right, what you are doing has our support. In that simple 

contribution, that individual really helped. I think we all can give 

that support.  

The third theme has to be our outreach in social action. Some of 

these are under a Quaker banner. We already are active in IFQA. 

In Northern Ireland, Quaker Service is a clear example.  

And many of us are involved in other initiatives, under different 

banners, active in changing the life experience of those who are 

isolated.  
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Certainly in Northern Ireland, as the state withdraws from many 

areas of services under the pressure of public finance, the role of 

social action I think is likely to change and become more 

significant in years to come. It is going to have to, and it is going to 

need to do so in new ways. It will be very challenging because we 

have become very dependent on public funds, but it is needed, 

and I believe it can be positive too. 

One of the great things we have is the Quaker name, and the 

respect that comes from our history. We know we did not earn it, 

but it often seems to me that it gives us a moral capital which we 

can use wisely, to do brave things. Things which others 

organisations, including government, cannot risk doing. Reaching 

out to groups who are hard to get to. So we need to gear ourselves 

to that task too; and be willing to take risks, to be unpopular when 

that is needed.  

And the fourth and final theme has to be about how we live our 

own lives, in as open and inclusive way as possible, in a consistent 

manner with our beliefs. This is of course a difficult issue, on which 

we have each to work with our conscience, to find the right 

approach. Much will depend on our duties and responsibilities. We 

have gone from the time of plain Quaker attire, grey cloth and 

bonnets.  Few of us have given up carriages and walked 

everywhere like Woolman. But we do know that in our choice of 

where and what we work on, how we use our money, what type of 

personal investments we make, we are living out our faith in 

important ways - in ways that do influence those around us.  Each 

of us has to think it through appropriately.   
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But we know that this is important for our own spiritual health and 

beliefs. We know we have to be consistent in what we do, as much 

as in what we think. The issue will not go away. And interestingly, 

it seems to me that it is this consistency and this approach that is 

often noticed by staff. 

One of my jobs was to lead a particularly stressed department, at a 

very difficult time. Staff had felt fairly leaderless, as if senior 

management did not care. So every day I could, I sat in the middle 

of the canteen eating lunch with colleagues, going round the tables 

and chatting over my soup.   

As I retired, having left that Department some time before, a 

colleague came and told me that they could not remember too 

much about my work there. But what staff had appreciated was 

that I ate lunch with them most days, listening to their grumbles. 

My superb policy work clearly had had little effect – but my eating 

habits were important! It is not therefore what you say that is 

important, it is what you do and how you do it! 

So we are driven back to a need for humanity – to our belief in the 

spiritual equality and worth of absolutely everyone on this planet. 

We are driven back to a belief and faith in a universal salvation, a 

fully inclusive community of souls.  

Conclusion 

But if these difficult, painful issues will not go away, so too our 

hope and belief should not go away.  
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At work my staff got used to my mantra that the only sensible 

approach to work in Northern Ireland government was always to 

be driven by “unreasonable optimism”.  That in a sense was my 

simplistic way of capturing an aspect of my Quakerism, and a 

belief in the power of the spirit available to us all.  

I spent my career analysing social problems. We are great about 

that in Northern Ireland – and because of a lack of confidence in 

our political culture it generally leads to “paralysis by analysis”. 

When you analyse, it can often provide a substitute for action, and 

sometimes as an easy way into despair and inaction. 

So I think one has not to overthink about these issues, but believe 

that there is hope. I think that hope lies at the core of our faith, and 

therefore that in witnessing to our faith we have to be hopeful and 

positive.  

It does not mean that looking for sound arguments and evidence is 

unimportant. Nor is it unimportant to play a shrewd and careful 

game. But there are practical and sensible things to be done, and 

often one needs, as Nike exhorts us to, “Just do it”.  

But we do that, because we have a faith, a belief that there are 

more important, spiritual things that drive us, and a belief that there 

is a real power in that. Many of us stumble and find defining exact 

theologies very difficult, but we still feel a hope, and out of that 

have some commitment, to struggle further with these issues. So 

let us struggle on in hope, or rather “Walk cheerfully over the world, 

answering that of God in everyone.” 
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In doing so, we come back to the core of this challenge – to 

ground ourselves in a common humanity, a humanity that is 

inclusive of everyone. A sense of humanity, a compassion that 

transforms us as individuals, but which also transforms our actions, 

and our lives.  Like the Good Samaritan we have to show mercy – 

we have to realise that we have to be the good neighbour, the 

neighbour to everyone who needs our help. We have to follow 

Jesus’ command to go and do likewise.  

The challenge I leave you with therefore, as a Yearly Meeting, as 

Friends, as Christians, as people of other faiths – is whether any of 

these four challenges I have suggested – first, the challenge to 

fight for a deeper social contract; secondly, the challenge of 

changing the way we each act in the economy; thirdly, the 

challenge of acting effectively socially; and finally, living these 

approaches effectively in our day to day lives – whether these are 

challenges that resonate with you.  And if so, how does that affect 

your personally testimony, and where you go from here.  

 


